












Additional notes for use and construction:
Joystick overall length 90 inches. Coil 14-1/2 inches long. Fir or oak wooden 
dowel .735 inches (aproximately 1 1/4 inches) in diameter. Coil constructed 
using # 14 enameled wire, 219 turns. The Inductance of the coil is 45.158 
micro-henries. Copper pipe .854 (13/16) inches in diameter. 
I might add, for those without access to a wood lathe to turn down the ends of 
the wooden coil form so the form will fit into the copper pipe at each end. 
Using the copper tubing as a guide, merely pencil around the copper tubing 
on the centre of the top and bottom of the dowel and using a Hack Saw (with 
apologies to those who use a hack saw properly by cutting only metal!) and 
cut to form a square on the dowel the length according to the diagram and 
then using a wood file carefully file the square round until it fits the copper 
tubing. As I mentioned before, on one end I made a loose fit so the antenna 
can be easily dismantled and placed in a trunk of a car for transport to a 
portable location. I found a hack saw was easier to control the cut on the 
dowel rather using a coping saw which tends to wander. 
I would suggest the builder use copper tubing as the coil is wound with 
copper wire as opposed to using aluminum tubing to avoid reaction between 
two dissimilar metals which might cause rectification at those points with 
eventual poor contact between the coil and the tubing. The contacts should 
be covered with Dow Corning RTV or coax seal to keep out the effects of 
weather. 
Some diagrams show the Joystick being fed at the top and others from the 
bottom. I think you will agree if you are using only 8 feet of wire from the 
Joystick to the rig, it would be fed from the top. If the Joystick is hanging from 
a tree, it probably would be better fed at the bottom. I have tried both ways 
and didn't detect any difference except you will notice that the feed line goes 
to the longest length of copper tubing in most cases. 

Use 1/4 wave length radials. One or more for each band if possible. 
Experiment!


